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(Note: lines are not drawn perfectly to scale) 

Step 1 Cut a strip 11” wide x width of panel from the center of the panel 
     Cut strip in half at the center black line. Place one on top of the other with petals facing up. 
     Outside pockets (A), cut two pieces 10” tall. Trim ¼” from each edge to 10½” wide (10” tall x 10½” wide) 

           Remaining pieces (B1) should be 11½” tall for Center Panels (piece under pockets). Set aside until Step 3.  
 

Step 2  Cut a strip 8½” wide from the left AND right side of the center strip 
     Cut strip in half at the center white line. Place one on top of the other with petals facing up (4 layers). 
     Side Panels (C), cut 4 pieces 18” tall for 4 pieces 18” tall x 8½” wide.  (Use leftover small pieces for Zipper Tab and Bows, if you like)  

 

Step 3  Finish Center Panels. The Center Panel pieces must be 18” tall x 11” wide.  
Pieces cut in Step 1 are only 11½” tall x 11’ wide, so you must sew another piece to the bottom (arrow is pointing to the bottom).  The seam will be 
under the outside pocket and will not show.  The remaining outside strips should be about 7½” wide (can be as narrow as 7”). Cut 2 pieces 7½” x 11” 
(B2).  Sew one to the bottom of each B1 piece, matching arrows and trim to 18” tall. 
 

Step 4  Side Sashing. From the other outside piece, cut 2 strips 1¼” wide x 18” tall (D). Use for the outside side sashing. 
 

If using one fabric for all other pieces (inside center and side panels, pocket linings, handles, bottom, binding), you will need 2 yards of a coordinating fabric.  
See layout on separate file at auntiestwo.com. If using several fabrics, follow directions in the pattern. 
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